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Abstract: Ongoing outbreak of pneumonia caused by novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) began in
December 2019 in Wuhan, China, and the number of new patients continues to increase. On the
contrary to ongoing outbreak in China, however, there are limited secondary outbreaks caused by
exported case outside the country. We here conducted simulations to estimate the impact of
potential secondary outbreaks at a community outside China. Simulations using stochastic SEIR
model was conducted, assuming one patient was imported to a community. Among 45 possible
scenarios we prepared, the worst scenario resulted in total number of persons recovered or removed
to be 997 (95% CrI 990-1,000) at day 100 and maximum number of symptomatic infectious patients
per day of 335 (95% CrI 232-478). Calculated mean basic reproductive number (R0) was 6.5
(Interquartile range, IQR 5.6-7.2). However, with good case scenarios with different parameter led
to no secondary case. Altering parameters, especially time to hospital visit could change the impact
of secondary outbreak. With this multiple scenarios with different parameters, healthcare
professionals might be able to prepare for this viral infection better.
Keywords: Novel coronavirus; SEIR model; outside China.

1. Introduction
An outbreak of pneumonia caused by novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) began in December 2019
in Wuhan, China, and the number of the newly reported cases continues to increase. More than 7,800
cases were reported globally, and 170 of them died as of this writing (January 31, 2020) [1]. Initially,
this virus was believed to be transmitted from some wild animals to human, and human to human
transmission was limited or nonexistent [2], but it turned out human to human transmission indeed
occurs, resulting in thousands of patients in China. As of this writing, 82 confirmed cases were
reported outside of mainland China, found in 18 different countries [3]. However, relatively small
number of secondary cases after importation of this virus by human to human transmission outside
China have been confirmed so far [4-7].
While we do not know the extent of transmissibility of this virus precisely, and do not know
how serious these impacts of secondary human to human transmission outside China could be, we
developed a mathematical model and simulated the possibility and the risk of secondary outbreak
caused by 2019-nCoV outside China, in a developed country with relatively good infectious diseases
reporting system and infection prevention practices.
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2. Experimental Section
We hypothesized a scenario of one person with 2019-CoV infection entering into a community
with population of 1,000. The SEIR model was used, with compartment S, E, I, R stand for susceptible,
exposed, infected, and recovered or removed respectively. The model describing the status of each
compartment is shown in the following differential equations.
𝑑𝑆(𝑡)
𝛽𝑆(𝑡)𝐼(𝑡)
=−
𝑑𝑡
𝑁

(1)

𝑑𝐸(𝑡) 𝛽𝑆(𝑡)𝐼(𝑡)
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𝑑𝑡

(3)

𝑑𝑅(𝑡)
= 𝑣𝐼(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

(4)

Where β is force of infection, or disease transmission rate, δ is inverse of latent period (days), and ν
is inverse of infectious period (days), or removal rate. Because of these parameters in developed
countries outside China remains unknown as of the current writing, we prepared a combination of
parameters to simulate multiple scenarios likely or possible to occur. The followings are the
combination of the parameters.
β: (1) 0.01-0.02, (2)0.04-0.06, (3)0.1-0.2, (4)0.4-0.6, (5)0.8-1
δ: (i) 1/4-1/2, (ii) 1/10-1/4, (iii) 1/14-1/10
ν: (a)1/2-1, (b) 1/7-1/2, (c) 1/10-1/7
With 5 scenarios in β, 3 in δ, 3 in ν, we developed 45 scenarios and simulated each. With
stochastic imputation, data between upper limit and lower limit of each parameter were assigned
randomly.
N is a population size of the community and it is 1,000 in our simulation. Susceptible individuals
in class S in contact with the virus entered the exposed class E. Exposed individuals undergo
incubation period ranging from 2 to 14 days, before progressing to the infectious class I: Infectious
individuals eventually move to R (death or recovered). We assumed no further transmission would
occur once a person entered into the status of R. We began the simulation assuming the aggregate of
S, E, I, R be 1,000, and simulation started with S=999, E=1, I=0, and R=0.
We constructed mathematical models of prediction for the following 100 days after importation
of one infection as follows: We assumed uniform distribution for each parameter. We obtained the
number of patients in each status (i.e., S, E, I, and R) at every 0.2 day from the beginning to the 100th
day using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. We set a sampling sequence of 200 random
samples without warmup. Two-sided 95% credible intervals (CrI) were also calculated.
Basic reproductive number (R0) was calculated as β/ν by using mean number of 1,000
imputations under the condition of each scenario. Analyses were performed with the use of R
software (R Foundation for Statistical Computing).
3. Results
Among 45 scenarios, the worst scenario with the largest number of infected and recovered
would occur, was when β was 0.8-1, δ was 1/14-1/10, and ν was 1/10-1/7. The simulation showed total
number of the recovered or removed patients of 997 (95% CrI 990-1,000) at day 100 and maximum
number of symptomatic infectious patients per day of 335 (95% CrI 232-478) (Figure 1). Calculated
mean basic reproductive number (R0) was 6.5 (Interquartile range, IQR 5.6-7.2).
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Figure 1. SEIR model with the worst case scenario. Abbreviations S=susceptible E=exposed, I=infected,
and R=recovered and removed.

With the best-case scenario where β was 0.01-0.02, δ was 1/4-1/2, and ν was 1/2-1, secondary
outbreak did not occur, and total number of the recovered or removed patients were 1 (95% CrI 1-1)
at day 100 and maximum number of symptomatic infectious patients per day was 0.2 (95% CrI 0-0.3)
(Figure 2). R0 was 0.021 (IQR 0.016-0.025).

Figure 2. SEIR model with the best-case scenario. Abbreviations S=susceptible E=exposed, I=infected,
and R=recovered and removed.

The secondary outbreak did not occur while incrementing each parameters until when the
scenario became with β of 0.1-0.2, δ of 1/4-1/2, and ν of 1/10-1/7, when the total number of the
recovered or removed patients were 46 (95% CrI 2-252) at day 100 and maximum number of
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symptomatic infectious patients per day was 13 (95% CrI 1-79) (Figure 3). R0 was 1.1 (IQR 0.8-1.4).
However, when we increased β to 0.4-0.6, while keeping δ and ν the same, the secondary outbreak
did not occur. With the same β of 0.4-0.6, increase the duration until the medical visit to 2 to 7 days,
and 7 to 10 days (ν 1/7-1/2, 1/10-1/7 respectively), the total number of the recovered or removed
patients increased to 304 (95% CrI 2-919) and 874 (95% CrI 247-994) respectively, with R0 of 1.4 (IQR
0.9-1.7) and 3.4 (IQH3.4 (IQR 2.5-4.2) respectively. Increasing β to 0.8-1.0 with δ of 1/4-1/2, and ν of
1/2-1 led to total of 187 patients recovered or removed at day 100 (CrI 3-740) with R0 of 1.1 (IQR 0.91.3) (Figure 4). The rest of the simulations and calculated R0 are shown in the supplementary file.

Figure 3. SEIR model with the parameters (β 0.1-0.2, δ 1/4-1/2, and ν 1/10-1/7) when the secondary
outbreak started to occur. Abbreviations S=susceptible E=exposed, I=infected, and R=recovered and
removed.
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Figure 4. SEIR model with β of 0.8-1.0 but with δ of 1/4-1/2, and ν of 1/2-1. Abbreviations S=susceptible
E=exposed, I=infected, and R=recovered and removed.

4. Discussion
The number of new patients diagnosed as 2019-nCoV infection keeps increasing in China as of
this writing [3]. Several studies estimated basic reproductive number (R0) by different methods and
they range from 2.2 to 5.5 [10-12]. However, relatively small number of patients had been detected as
secondary infected outside China as of this writing [4-7]. Since R0 is determined not only by virologic
nature and biological characteristics of hosts, but also by other factors, such as the number of close
contacts with the infected, use of protections such as surgical masks, or timely isolations of patients
at health care facilities, published mathematical models based on existing other coronavirus and
epidemics within China might not apply to 2019-nCoV infections at a different setting. Our
simulation with multiple scenarios indeed demonstrated that shortening the duration from the onset
of symptoms to medical visit could decrease the number of infected even with the same level of force
of infection. With advanced reporting system and adequate infection control practices in health care
facilities, transmissibility of this virus could be decreased in other developed countries from one in
Wuhan. Therefore, the estimation of the risk of secondary outbreaks separately, like what we have
done, has values in infection control in other nations.
Our results suggest that with hundreds of newly diagnosed 2019-nCoV infections could occur
with a bad scenario when a person with the infection entered into a community of a thousand. This
means we need to be alerted of the possibility that secondary transmission and spread of this virus
as a very realistic possibility, and be prepared for this future possibility. On the other hand, we also
demonstrated that with a good scenario, a secondary outbreak outside might not occur, as seen in
most countries, which found 2019-nCoV imported cases as of this writing. Also, with improving alert
system with early recognition of the infected persons could decrease or hold a secondary outbreak.
Our study does have several inherent limitations. First, because most parameters regarding
2019-nCoV remains unknown, especially ones at different countries other than China, we had to rely
on arbitrary numbers, and they may not be accurate. Second, there is hypothesis that asymptomatic
patients could be infectious to others [13], although how frequently this occurs remains unknown.
We did not incorporate this hypothesis into our analysis. Third, we assumed that there would be no
nosocomial outbreak of 2019-nCoV in a region we hypothesized, presuming adequate infection
control practices could prevent this to occur. However, breach of infection control practice could
happen in any area and we had nosocomial outbreaks of imported infections in developed nations
such as Canada [14], the United States [15], and South Korea [16]. Forth , we hypothesized that 2019nCoV infection would lead to fairly long-lasting immunity and did not assume the possibility of reinfection to the infected persons. With these limitations, we need to gain more data, and to study the
risk of this new infection and the virus further.
5. Conclusions
Hundreds of secondary infections by 2019-nCoV is possible in a developed country when a
person with the infection was introduced into a community. Adequate reporting system and infection
control practice, however, could mitigate the risk to certain level according to our simulations.
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